
Communicating for Impact

Agency portfolio

Branding, Social Media, Website, PR, Fundraising and Print Content 



Our Clients

jhatkaa.org
A technology NGO

mobilizing citizens for
an equitable, inclusive

& sustainable India

baalemane.org
A home for 50 young
and adolescent girls,

with a focus on sexual
health education

dakshin.org
Marine conservationists

working with fisher
communities and in

sustainability education

fes.org.in
Aims to regenerate 30
million acres by 2025

indiaobservatory.org.in
Collates and processes
data for development

saytrees.org
Planting forests in urban

and rural spaces

greenfaith.org
(formerly ourvoices.net)
Transforming religious

leaders into climate
change influencers 

arya.ag
The largest post-harvest
service integrator in India

conservationindia.org
An independent resource

that facililates nature
conservation with

knowledge and tools

sunnybee.in 
Farmer to fork food

services, a farm-fresh
supermarket chain.

thekodaichronicle.com/
An environment-focused

publication

kis.in
An international school

with a dedicated Center
for Environment and

Humanity

coevolvegroup.com/
2020's Asia's Greenest
Building (Green Building

Council)

Vanantara.com
A community built
to live in harmony

with nature

karunadham.org
An off-the-grid 

community 

http://jhatkaa.org/
http://baalemane.org/
http://dakshin.org/
http://www.fes.org.in/
http://indiaobservatory.org.in/
http://saytrees.org/
http://greenfaith.org/
http://reachinghand.org/
https://www.thekodaichronicle.com/
http://baalemane.org/


An NGO mobilizing citizens for an Equitable, Inclusive & Sustainable India using technology and content.
Currently has over 1.3 million members on database and over 50,000 followers across social media. 

We execute specialised projects for Jhatkaa.org. Here are samples of the CycleNow.in campaign that
was run pan-India in August 2020. The campaign goal was to garner 2 million eyeballs and mobilize
people on to the streets for August 15th. TerreGeneration made all visual content, starting from brand
design to physical postcards.
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CI is an independent resource that facililates nature conservation with knowledge and tools
CI defines conservation as knowledge-driven actions that lead to the effective management and recovery of
wildlife. That means giving priority to meeting the ecological needs of wildlife populations in decline and to
the recovery and expansion of their habitats.
CI is committed to promoting conservation strategies that are rooted in evidence.
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Our WorkA pan-India NGO working in rural India to restore commons leveraging the power of women and rural governance. We
capture stories of change, like women leading water, seed, soil conservation activities, among many others.
We run all of FES's social media presence, make videos, animations, illustrations and maintain their blog, and are building
an archive of stories of change.
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Collates and processes data for development. Extensively used during migrant worker relief work during the
Covid19 lockdown. Currently mapping data of water levels, among many other data sets, across the country.
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A team of marine conservationists working with fisher communities. The develop educational material and conduct
trainings to help encourage sustainable fishing practices.

We launched and ran all of Dakshin's social media presence for two years.
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greenfaith.org was formerly ourvoices.net. This international organisation aims to guide religious leaders to
become influencers for the fight against climate change. India's representation was led by the Oxford Centre for
Hindu Studies.

This project involved inspiring pilgrims to the Kumbh Mela to use solar lanterns. Over 100,000 solar lanterns
were distributed through this campaign. Our job included designing a 360 degree campaign, with PR to ensure
visibility across strata. Over 30 million readers  and digital audiences viewed content from this campaign.
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“Vanantara is a vision of Utopia, one where people not only live together in a beautiful environment, but are bonded
by the common values of the sacredness of life and know the importance of our role and responsibility on this planet
at this moment in time. It’s a way of life in sync with the natural world” - Varun Ravindra, founder and chief
conservator at Vanantara

The name VANA - ANTARA translates to Inside - The Forest in Sanskrit. Situated in Shoolagiri, an hour and half hour
drive from the heart of Bangalore, Vanantara was once over-farmed barren land. However over the last 4 years, it
has become home to over 40,000 trees across 250 species, with diverse fauna. 
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PR outreach, published in:



CoEvolve Northern Star is India's "Greenest Building" according to the Indian Green
Building Council, and a UN case study about the future of urban living. The video has
garnered over 1 million views. Click the image for link : 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1AyQ1HWKM00
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1AyQ1HWKM00


baalemane.org

A home for 50 young and adolescent
girls, with a focus on sexual health

education
reachinghand.org

Home to 75 children and
adolescents

Watch the Reaching Hand video that spearheaded a
campaign that reached 56 million + Twitter accounts
 and led the fundraising to build a whole new home
Click the image for link : 
youtube.com/watch?v=P_WfoVaW-KQ 

Watch the Baale Mane video that helped raise over
Rs 23 Lakh in a single day, and was used to build a
whole new wing of the home.
Click the image for link:
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?
v=1105954212781878
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x0T5OszjtcE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P_WfoVaW-KQ
http://baalemane.org/
http://reachinghand.org/


India Earth Summit was designed to showcase, learn from, support and reward the
most impactful work in conservation, sustainability and regenerative spaces. 
This is the story of a decade-long series of events, encapsulated in a video.
Click the image for link : 
https://www.instagram.com/p/CRqFaGEH33x/
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https://www.instagram.com/p/CRqFaGEH33x/


The Kodai Chronicle is a publication with a strong focus on environment
and wildlife. The community-run publication aims to raise Rs 15 Lakh.
The campaign crossed its goal by over 30%. 
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Client Testimonials

“It has been a great experience because the turnover and the
promptness has been very encouraging. It's great to work
with a group that is willing to share ideas and respond
quickly.”

Naveen Namboothri, Director 
Dakshin Foundation, BANGALORE

“I appreciated their attentiveness to my questions, their
advice for improving the site overall and, commitment to
seeing through the project to the end. I will definitely be
using them for future work. Jacob is a gold mine of
knowledge and has excellent interpersonal skills!”

Andrea Morris, Founder,
Ejaad. The Afghan Project., SEOUL

“The team demonstrated the ability to raise a surge of cash
flow in an innovative way. This campaign raised a significant
amount of funds and online buzz within a single day. It was a
bigger bang for our buck than we expected.”

Anup Kutty, Creative Director, 
Ziro Festival of Music, NEW DELHI

"Our viral social media campaign  was a remarkable success
- reaching over 56 million Twitter accounts."

Emily Parkes
Reaching Hand, BENGALURU



Client Testimonials

"Throughout the project they were always
punctual and professional. Great job!”

Chris Harrison. Trustee 
Friends of Baale Mane, LONDON

“It is impressive that the team wants to fix challenges, and
train us on how to take things forward, and then move on.
This is quite different from other professionals who like to
prolong a working relationship unnecessarily.”

Sonali Sattar, Founder, 
Grasshopper, BANGALORE

“Thanks to their efforts,... 30m people were exposed to the
benefits of Renewable Energy solutions... They have the
bandwidth to deliver a 360 degree media strategy on a large
scale, finishing with measurable metrics, for the time and
money invested.”

Sonalee Tomar, Project Director 
cleankumbh.in & www.kumbha.org, NEW DELHI

"More than any other media agency we have worked with
before, they actually took time to understand what the
problem statement behind the brief was. They went the
extra mile and came up with all kind of contingencies
regarding customer experience that we had overlooked."

Sanjay Dasari
SunnyBee / WayCool Foods, CHENNAI
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Sumedha Kandpal

A content creator, with 9 years of
experience in education and designing
up-skilling systems, product
development and digital media.
Outside of work, she's an India-national
level Ultimate Frisbee athlete and
member of the current executive board
of the national association.

Operations Lead

Jacob was named by The Hindu
newspaper as one of India’s 5 most
active grassroot environmentalists of
2020, and Verve magazine named him as
one of the 6 most influential Indians in
the environment & health space in 2018.
He is currently spreading the seeds of
understanding the value of regenerative
thinking via TerreGeneration.

Jacob Cherian
Director

Disha A Ravi

Disha is best known for uniting many
1000s of Indian youth, as FFF India. Her
voluntary work led to the opening of
more than 70 local FFF chapters across
the subcontinent. Vogue India named her
as one of “9 Indian climate warriors
paving the path for a more sustainable
tomorrow”. 

Research and Copy

Manini Bansal
Art Director
Manini is a photographer and a visual
communication designer. She has
worked as the Art Editor for Current
Conservation and Dakshin Foundation,
which allows her to effectively combine
her design skills with her deep-rooted
passion for the natural world and its
conservation. She loves going on shore
walks and playing ultimate frisbee.

Divya Narayanan

Divya has a Masters in Public Health from
SRM University, and has worked in
human rights, grassroots environmental
and public health issues for 9 years. She
is currently the Campaigns Director at
Jhatkaa.org where she manages digital
campaigns on air pollution & climate
change, gender & sexuality and other
social justice issues.

Strategy & Content Advisor

Marilyn Gore

Marilyn has over 15 years of editorial
experience with large and small
publications, like the Indian Express,
Mint, and DNA. She has multiple books
with her editorial touch, under her belt.
She is also a visiting faculty member at
National Institute of Design, Gujarat
Vidyapith and Xaviers College,
Ahmedabad.

Editor

Tiggy Allen handles TerreGeneration
Solutions back-end administration and
finance. She is also a professional
heritage consultant, currently working
with ReReeti Foundation as Operations
Manager. In her spare time, she writes
about Indian history, formerly for
Sahapedia, and been published in
LiveMint Lounge, SouthAsia Monitor,
Scroll.in & on Mainly Museums.

Tiggy Allen
Admin and Partnerships

K Mohib
Data Analytics
Mohib handles all data processing and
report generation for TerreGeneration.
This serial entrepreneur has a flair for
numbers and report-building.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/sumedha-kandpal-82b7ab1a5/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jacobcherianis/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/manini-bansal-42bb36a1/
https://www.fridaysforfutureindia.com/local-chapters
https://www.vogue.in/culture-and-living/content/indian-climate-warriors-paving-the-path-for-a-more-sustainable-tomorrow
https://www.currentconservation.org/
http://dakshindia.org/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/narayanandivya/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/marilyn-gore-mecwan/


Here are some highlights
from our agreement for
clarity and to streamline
efforts.

We request you to see
terms these as a summary
of  our learnings. These
terms have been drawn up
to ensure the best work
experience for client and
vendor, and maximum
impact on creativity and
visibility.

We thank you for this
opportunity!

Terms &
Conditions

In the case of a long-term retainer, we are happy to post any ready-made content provided by
the client, for the first 30 days of the contracted term. However no content will be created by
us within the first 30 days of the contract. This period will be spent on profile housekeeping;
digital hygiene activities; research; data gathering of the work done by the client to ensure
that we have a strong foundation to start the work. 

The  fee for our services is payable at the beginning of the project / monthly cycle.
TerreGeneration shall only commence working on the project upon receipt of the amounts
payable on the commencement date as set out in the payment schedule. A delay of 7 days in
payment will result in the immediate halting of all projects till the amount is credited. 

Any additional services beyond those listed  will be charged additionally on a per-project basis
or will require a redrawing of this agreement.

Due to the nature of this service, your team’s participation is a prerequisite. This includes
contribution of raw materials like briefs, photos, videos, and quick feedback. A minimum of 1-
hour of undivided attention per week is required from the key decision make of the
communications team and our team.

All requests for designs must follow the Design Brief process. Once this brief is finalized, any
changes will be considered as a fresh project and as an additional deliverable.

This agreement is solely for marketing services. This does not include production or media-
buying services, unless explicitly specified.



Thank You!
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91-84316-41957

solutions@terregeneration.com

www.terregeneration.com

www.instagram.com/terregeneration

www.linkedin.com/company/terregeneration


